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Janni Cox’s A System of Objects devises alternate relationships between 

everyday objects to interrogate their original purpose, reconfiguring intention 

and utility to generate new networks of purpose and meaning. Comprised of 

found objects, each work formulates a new language for the combined 

objects at hand. Cox’s previous work has demonstrated a keen interest in 

skating as a mode of interacting with the built environment, where objects 

and architecture (e.g. a handrail or set of stairs) are repurposed and 

reconsidered. In these new works Cox develops the tropes and tactics of 

skating, particularly ideas around objecthood and intended purpose, into 

kinetic sculptures that more precisely interrogate tools, machines and 

objects whose forms prescribe a particular use. What else could one do 

with a shovel? Or a jumping castle air pump?  

Each assemblage responds to STABLE’s exhibition space and configures a 

new coded meaning for each object. A shovel becomes a weightless, 

docile object held, quite unbelievably, between standing and falling. The 

loud, abrasive noise of the jumping castle pump however, breaks any 

illusion of a self-standing shovel and brings attention to the sustaining role 

of the pump’s air flow. In fact, an unmediated, industrial sound flows from 

each work, dwarfing the space. The tension between the shovel and its 

near-invisible, but very audible, support is palpable. Contributing to a sense 

of danger or unease is the ferocity of the fan which multiplies the tension 

between the two objects. True of A System of Objects as a whole, perhaps 

the unease is also the discomfort of seeing intended purposes being 

reconfigured. Tension then on three levels: the formal and practical tension 

of a standing shovel; the sound-driven tension of the gusty pump; and the 

ontological, perhaps even linguistic, tension of an object having its practical 

and semiotic use value redistributed. 

Across sound, screen and found objects, Cox’s work renders a constellation 

of objects into systematically manipulated environments. Every object is 

designed for a specific purpose, yet here Cox removes each object from 

this context and transports it to a new configuration of meaning. Famously, 

the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein wrote in his treatise The Philosophical 

Investigations that ‘meaning is use’. Like Wittgenstein’s understanding of 

language, Cox’s objects have been given a new meaning through the 

modification of seemingly unshakable uses. Such ingenuity also brings to 

mind the 1980s docu-series Bush Mechanics which follows car owners in 

Arnhem Land who repair their four-wheel drives with anything from a 

lashing of water reeds, to a cut up juice bottle. 
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